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Wherever you work, your notebook has to keep up
without weighing you down – and keep you secure, too.
The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U939 is your light yet
powerful business companion.

Why the LIFEBOOK U939 is the best companion for
business professionals on the move:
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Be ultra-mobile

The LIFEBOOK U939 is light enough to carry
anywhere – and keeps working as long as you do!
■ Lightest notebook in FUJITSU range: 15.5 mm, starting at 920 g
■ The best viewing experience is guaranteed by an anti-glare
13.3-inch FHD display, with optional touch or non-touch screen
■ Tough as nails: robust magnesium housing
■ Work ALL DAY without power socket: full-day battery runtime
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Perform to the max

With performance at this level, there’s
no need for a separate desktop PC.
■ Blazing performance despite slimline design
■ Latest 8th generation Intel® Core™ processor
■ Excellent Connectivity with Intel® Thunderbolt™ 3
USB Type-C connector, full-sized HDMI and LAN connector,
embedded WLAN, Bluetooth, optional 4G/LTE
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Stay secure

The LIFEBOOK U939 keeps your company
data secure – wherever you are.
■ Embedded PalmSecure® or fingerprint sensor,
SmartCard reader, TPM 2.0
■ Full HD Infrared camera allows face recognition
with Windows Hello
■ Kensington Lock support
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Look good

Black or red: eye-catching design and
fantastic performance go hand in hand.
■ Real wow factor: LIFEBOOK U939 in dazzling red
■ Or black too if you prefer!

Prefer even longer battery runtime over design?
Discover the new LIFEBOOK S939.
■ Up to 21 hours’ battery runtime with modular bay to take
second battery
■ Starting at 1.19 kg
■ Anti-glare WQHD or FHD IGZO 13.3-inch non-touch display
or glare touch option
■ Powerful performance with latest Intel vPro processor,
DDR4 memory technology up to 24 GB RAM

To find out more about the LIFEBOOK U939 and LIFEBOOK S938, visit us online at:

www.fujitsu.com/LIFEBOOK

